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MARKET FORECASTS

31-Dec-15 Unit 2013 2014 2015E 2016F

PER x 13 9 13 5 13 5 11 5PER x 13.9 13.5 13.5 11.5

EPS Growth % 19.1 3.0 6.1 16.9

PEG x 0.7 4.5 2.2 0.7

Sales Growth % 7.4 20.5 14.5 17.2

EBIT Growth % 11.2 11.5 15.2 17.8

PBT Growth % 20.3 3.6 6.1 18.0

NPAT Growth % 22.6 4.6 8.9 18.2

Net DER x 0 2 0 3 0 3 0 3
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the month to end the year at 579. This was despite substantial
saw the largest monthly foreign outflow since January 2012, at
lone accounted for $44m, up from $21m in November, as
eir positions in the company on a perception of deteriorating
ntless foreign selling local sentiment remained upbeat withoutntless foreign selling, local sentiment remained upbeat without

mping. Average daily trading value fell 19% to $84.4m.

tflow was the Van Eck ETF, which saw withdrawals of $41m
. The Deutsche Bank ETF did better, shedding only $5m and
Fs have consistently and massively underperformed the VNI –

13.9%, DB 23.6%, and the VNI 80.8%. Yet they still raised a
foreign investors’ strong interest in the Vietnamese market and

it d ibilit l i h Vi t ’ t k k t i tillmited accessibility explains why Vietnam’s stock market is still
al peers despite a superior growth/value story.

t reforms enacted in 2015, specifically Decree 60 which paved
l help to raise accessibility for foreign investors. The Decree
but implementation has been withheld while the Government

will actually be allowed increase their FOLs (on grounds of
. Based on the official intention to divest ca $3.5bn from SCIC’s
h Minh Plastic, we think the Government will be fairly liberal in
tarting point. With privatisation as a necessary fiscal, planners
re smoothly for foreigners.

ce headwinds from global markets. But we are confident that
mese stocks, as underpinned by the robust economic outlook
to support them. For 2016, we put the Top 50 companies at

S growth, compared to median numbers for regional peers of
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OE privatisations should provide exciting opportunities for long-
m of the capital markets will help strengthen Vietnam’s case for
status, which would bring the country’s outstanding investment
biggest asset managers.
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ECONOMIC REVIEW

GDP hits 6.7% in 2015 
and 2016 looks good

Exports offset 
commodities slump

In spite of the global slowdown, Vie
6.7%, fired by its twin engines of th
of the same, even with sub-optimal

Exports, while slower than in 2014,
was a far better showing than peercommodities slump, 

as domestic economy
surges: twin engines

was a far better showing than peer
but manufactured goods are more
flood in – preparing for TPP membe
$14.5bn, a new record. Meanwhil
sales hitting a five-year high of +8
goods, with apartment sales and
Confidence Index spiked sharply in
than 2015. And linking everything
2009 f 9 8%

Trade gap/VND woes?

Trade deficit is tiny,  
J-curve impends, and 
rest of BoP is healthy

2009 of +9.8%.

Less positively, trade deficits have r

However the trade gap remains q
commodities. And in fact it is mean
modest surplus. The key point is t
whether as raw materials in the sho
Admittedly there have been signif

Currency fine if   
China eschews Yuan 
shocks: VND would  
weaken 3-5% at most

Admittedly there have been signif
consumer goods. But none of this w
rest of the BoP is in generally robus

As for currency, there was an initia
this crisis required a significant dep
China refrained from further de-val
more gradual depreciation. Rese
strengthened a bit, and the gap bet

ECONOMIC FORECASTS

unit 2013 2014 2015E 2016F

Real GDP Growth % 5.4 6.0 6.7 6.8

CNY is -6.2% and the VND only -3
Government may want to narrow th
Chinese step by step. If Yuan depre
3-5%, at most.

ea G G o t % 5 6 0 6 6 8

Nominal GDP $bn 169.5 185.9 199.5 219.5

CPI % 6.0 1.8 0.6 3.0

Export Growth (cif) % 15.4 13.5 8.1 10.5

Import Growth (cif) % 16.1 12.1 12.0 11.0

Trade Balance (cif) $bn 0.0 1.9 (3.2) (4.4)

FX Reserve $bn 25.6 34.2 30.5 33.5

FDI Disbursed $bn 11.5 12.4 14.5 15.5%
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etnam has continued to power ahead. GDP in 2015 reached
he export and domestic sectors. The outlook for 2016 is more
prospects in the outside world.

, were still +8.1% at $162.4bn – about four-fifth of GDP. This
rs Growth has been dragged lower by oil and agri fisheriesrs. Growth has been dragged lower by oil and agri-fisheries,
than compensating, and will keep doing so. FDI continues to
ership and the EU Free Trade Agreement – and was +17% at
e domestic demand was impressively strong, with real retail
8.5%. There was a steady rise in expenditure on big-ticket
d automobile importation both up 60%. The Consumer
n 4Q15, with 68% of respondents expecting 2016 to be better
g together, industrial production posted its fastest pace since

returned and, of course, there have been currency ructions.

quite small, at $3.2bn for 2015 (cif), even with the slump in
ningless whether there is a modest deficit or, as in 2013-14, a
hat most imports are now being done for the sake of exports,
ort term, or as capital goods building up plant in the long term.
ficant imports for new property construction and for certainficant imports for new property construction and for certain
will obstruct a J-curve effect in the foreseeable future. And the
st shape.

l jolt to the Dong from China’s surprise devaluation. Managing
pletion of FX reserves – from $36bn to $30bn now. But since
shocks, the Vietnamese have been shrugging off the Yuan’s

erves have been stable since November, the VND has
tween black-market and official rates is tiny. Since August, the

GDP GROWTH  RISING
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he currency gap at some point, but will not need to match the
eciation can stick at 5-8% in 2016, the Dong only needs to do
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VIETNAM ENTERPRISE INVESTMENTS LIMITED (VEI

The big news for VEIL was that on 31 December it merged
investment vehicle at nearly $800m. For the full year, VEIL clo
benchmark VN Index by 90 bps, and it was ahead on all of its
the VNI in December, by 17 bps. This was surprising as the F

These were led by Vinamilk, our No-1 stock, which gained 3.3
+2.1%, and Military, +3.6%. Most of our banking stocks ended
and this helped them to a bullish year-end finish. Also, the pro
Dien House up by 3.4% and boosting one of our smaller invest
performing stock in the market, suggesting that investors are n
project in HCMC.

Still the Fund’s losers marginally outweighed the winners NoStill, the Fund s losers marginally outweighed the winners. No
Phat shed 4.2% on paranoia about Chinese imports, which ar
slid 0.7% as poor results from its utility business dragged earn
the market slump of the past couple of months. On the bank fr
the Fund’s basket of companies had mixed returns, and it is b
jumped 6.9%. And Masan, another counter where VEIL is li
make a $1.1bn strategic investment in its consumer and bre
noting that this was off its peak for the month, not to mention th
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NO COMPANY SECTOR VNI % NAV % CH %

1 Vinamilk F&B 13.38 21.22 3.3

2 FPT Corp Tech 1.67 6.53 0.1

3 Asia Comm’l Bank Banks - 6.39 2.1

4 Hoa Phat Group Mat’s/Res 1.86 5.53 -4.2

5 Vietcombank Banks 10.19 4.83 2.4Vietcombank Banks 10.19 4.83 2.4

6 REE Cap Goods 0.59 4.50 -0.7

7 Saigon Securities Brokers 0.93 3.88 -2.1

8 Military Bank Banks 2.03 3.55 3.6

9 Khang Dien House Property 0.34 4.41 3.4

10 Kinh Bac City Property 0.54 2.82 0.8
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L)

d with sister fund VGF to form the country’s biggest equity
ocked a respectable performance of +6.0% (TR$), beating the
other major historic time-periods as well. It did, however, lag

und had many overweighted outperformers in the portfolio.

3%, and was followed by two banks – Asia Commercial Bank,
d 2015 with strong credit growth and improving balance sheets,
operty sector continued its strong performance, putting Khang
tments, Ha Do Group, by 14.6%. Ha Do, in fact, was the best-
ow becoming more confident about its “golden site” residential

o 2 holding FPT was flat and a few other big names fell Hoao-2 holding FPT was flat, and a few other big names fell. Hoa
re theoretically set to cheapen with the devalued Yuan. REE
nings lower, while Saigon Securities dropped 2.2%, reflecting
ront, VEIL continued to be underweight the sector. In property,
below-benchmark in the behemoth developer Vingroup, which
ght, surged on news that Singha, the Thai beer giant, would
wing affiliates. The stock closed +10.8%, though it is worth
e year. It will be interesting to see what happens next.

50.8

ORMANCE

Change Net
Assets

Std. Dev. Sharpe Ratio
YTD
6.0% $792.65m 22.8% 0.173
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Fund Bloomberg ISIN

VEIL VIETENI KY Equity KYG9361H1

VDeF-B VNDEBTB KYG936151

VPF VPF ID KYG9362H1

VEUF VIETNAM ID IE00BD5HPVEUF VIETNAM ID IE00BD5HP

Price Providers Funds Bloo

Dragon Capital Markets VEIL,VPF DGg

LingBridge
Note: LingBridge is a registered 
appointed representative of DC  
Markets (Europe), authorised
and regulated by the FCA

VEIL

J ff i I t ti l VEIL VPF JCJefferies International         VEIL,VPF JC

Winterflood Securities        VPF

Numis Securities VEIL,VPF N

LCF Rothschild VEIL,VPF, VDeF LC

BNP Paribas VEUF 

Operational VEIL/ VDeF/ VPF
Trading Shares trade OTC on a matc
Clearing Euroclear or Clearstream 
Settlement HSBC Hong Kong (Euroclear

VEUF
Subscription & Withdrawals Every Friday, or the following

DISCLAIMER

This document is issued by Dragon Capital Markets Limited (“DCK”) on behalf of Enterprise Investment
Management Limited (for VDeF), and Dragon Capital Management (Hong Kong) Limited (for VEUF).

This document is for investors in the above referenced funds (the “Dragon Capital Funds”) and other
review of the investment case for Vietnam and is neither a prospectus nor an offer or invitation to app
basis of any contract of commitment whatsoever. The information contained in this document is for ba
warranty, express or implied, is made, and no liability whatsoever is accepted by DCK, or any other pers

A i t t t b d th b i f th t f th D C it l F d lAny investment must be made on the basis of the prospectuses of the Dragon Capital Funds alone an
shareholders or unit holders in the Dragon Capital Funds and not customers of DCK. Past performan
income derived therefrom may go down as well as up. You are advised to exercise caution in relatio
document, you should obtain independent professional advice.

Representative and Paying Agent in Switzerland: The representative and paying agent for VEUF in
Zurich, Switzerland. The VEUF prospectus, the key investor information documents (KIIDs), the article
the representative in Switzerland.

© Dragon Capital Markets Limited 2015. All rights reserved. The information contained in this docume
been provided by DCK. It is solely addressed to persons outside Vietnam. No part may be divulged to a
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SEDOL CUSIP Listed

1092 0933010 G9361H109 Ireland

1136 B3K9234 G93615113 Ireland

1083 B9JL3Q3 G9362H108 Ireland

PH84 n/a n/a n/aPH84 n/a n/a n/a

omberg Reuters Contact

GCP DRAGON1

Fabian Salvi
+84 8 3825 0386 
fabiansalvi@dragoncapital comfabiansalvi@dragoncapital.com
dealing@dragoncapital.com

John Bridgman / Gopi Lingam
+44 207 935 0288
john@lingbridge.com
gopi@lingbridge.com

CEF /
Michele White

CEF n/a
Michele White 
+44 207 898 7140

n/a n/a +44 207 663 6624

NUMI n/a
Dave Cumming 
+44 207 260 1380

CFR LCFR03
Johnny Hewitson
+44 207 845 596044 207 845 5960

IFS Operations 
+852 3197 3311
(investing from Asia)

Transfer Agency Department 
+353 1 612 5379
(investing from Europe / ROW) 

hed-market basis on the Irish Stock Exchange

r no. 20737)

g business day if Friday is not  a business day

t Management Limited (for VEIL), Dragon Capital Management Limited (for VPF), Dragon Capital Debt

r eligible recipients only. By receiving the documents, recipients confirm their eligibility. It contains a
ly for shares or other interests and neither this document nor anything contained herein shall form the
ckground purposes only and is subject to updating, revision and amendment, and no representation or
son, in relation thereto.

d thi d t l b di t ib t d t th li ibl t i th t I td this document may only be distributed to those eligible to receive those prospectuses. Investors are
nce is not necessarily a guide to the future. The value of shares in the Dragon Capital Funds and any
on to this document. If you are in any doubt about this document or any information contained in this

n Switzerland is BNP Paribas Securities Services, Paris, succursale de Zurich, Selnaustrasse 16, 8002
es of incorporation as well as the annual and semi-annual reports may be obtained free of charge from

ent is strictly confidential and intended only for the use of the individual or entity to whom the report has
any other person, distributed, resold and/or reproduced without the prior written permission of DCK.
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